
19/10/2022FAQs
Requirements for housing with ALUNI 

1. Be between the ages of 18 and 35 (*)
2. Be or have been a university student
3. Be studying or working during the contracted period.

Housing options 
Depending on the type of administration contract between ALUNI and the landlord, there are different
distributions of responsibilities.

There are three types of administrative relations between each landlord and ALUNI: Basic Administration,
Rent Administration, and Integral Administration. Schematically, the distribution of responsibilities is the
following (all of which will be explained in more detail throughout this manual):

Basic
Administration

Rent
Adminisitration

Integral
Administration

Collect monthly rent and utilities LANDLORD ALUNI

Show flat to the ALUNI students

LANDLORD ALUNI

Management of keys

Maintenance and cleaning

Inspect flat before returning the
deposit

ALUNI informs each student about the type of administrative agreement that it has with the landlord in order
for them to know who to work with throughout their stay (for example, who to pay rent to, who to report a
problem to, etc.).

ALUNI Identification (Student, flat, and room) 
Each ALUNI student has an identification number (his/her ALUNI ID), will be required for any paperwork
with ALUNI.

Each flat has its own reference number (flat ID).
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Booking

Likewise, within each flat all the bedrooms have their own identification number, which is formed by
combining the flat ID number with the respective room number. For example, the reference number 1890H1
is equivalent to bedroom (habitación) number 1 of apartment number 1890.

Rooms are usually numbered starting by the room closest to the entrance door.

Customer Service 
For an incident relating to the flat, one must contact either the landlord or ALUNI, depending on the type of
contract. If it falls under the Basic Administration or Rent Administration agreement, the problem should be
solved by getting in contact with the landlord directly. If it is an Integral Administration agreement, contact
the ALUNI office.

If the landlord does not solve the problem, or the ALUNI employees do not adequately help, please send an
e-mail to the company at atencionalcliente@aluni.net, stating the problem and the response of the landlord
and/or the response of the corresponding ALUNI office.

How can you book a room with ALUNI? 
It’s very easy to do! It's all explained in this video!

All you need to do is select the room you like the most on the ALUNI website and click on “Reserve now”.

To make a reservation, follow these five steps:

Students need to confirm the offer: the arrival and departure dates, as well as the room
selected.
Accept all terms and conditions with ALUNI.
Pay the deposit. This can be done through credit card payment or bank transfer.
Complete the details on the student file card.
Download the documents. The final contract can be downloaded when ALUNI confirms
that the information is correct.

When and where do students receive the signed documents confirming their
booking? 

If the reservation is made online, which is most common, the student will be able to download the housing
documents at the end of the booking process. These documents will be marked “provisional” until the
booking is verified by the ALUNI office. The verification process usually takes no more than 24 hours, by
which time the documents will become permanent.

The documents you will be able to download are the following:
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1. Copy of the rent contract (for the room selected)
2. Arrival instructions (with details about the flat, the landlord’s contact information or the ALUNI’s

agent’s contact information)
3. Proof of payment

Housing Certificate 
The student can request a housing certificate from ALUNI if it is needed in order to obtain a visa.

If the certificate can be sent via email, 45 €. If the certificate must be sent via standard mail, 95 €.

ALUNI can make the certificate for the student only if:

1. The student has paid the ENTIRE deposit
2. The student has paid the contract fee
3. The student intends to stay in the flat for more than 120 days

Política de Cancelación 
Si se dan estas dos condiciones simultáneamente: 1º Si se cancela la reserva en las 24 horas siguientes al
pago de la misma y 2º Si entre la fecha del pago y la fecha de entrada medien al menos tres días, se
devolverá la totalidad del importe.

Si se cancela la reserva cuando quedan más 60 días para la llegada, se devolverá el importe de la fianza,
pero no la comisión de reserva.

Si se cancela la reserva a menos de 60 días para la llegada, no se devolverá ni fianza ni la comisión de
reserva, salvo que el estudiante presente a otra persona en su lugar para ocupar la habitación por un
periodo igual o superior (en tal caso se devolverá el importe de la fianza, pero no el de la comisión de
reserva).

Si se cancela la reserva a menos de 30 días para la llegada, y la llegada es en octubre, noviembre, febrero
o marzo, tendrá una penalización adicional de un mes de alquiler.

Si una vez alojado, el inquilino decide rescindir unilateralmente su contrato antes de la fecha establecida,
deberá compensar al menos con un mes de fianza.

En caso de querer cancelar la reserva, debe escribir a info@aluni.net.

Si se tratara de un apartamento de dos habitaciones o de dos plazas, puesto que sólo puede ser reservado
conjuntamente por dos personas durante el mismo periodo de tiempo, en este caso ambos inquilinos se
hacen responsables solidarios del cumplimiento de las obligaciones de su compañero/a, abonando el
importe del alquiler de la plaza que queda libre mientras permanezca uno de los dos en el piso
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Deposit

Si antes del inicio de tu contrato de alquiler, por el covid-19 se cancelara definitivamente tu
programa académico, tus prácticas, tu contrato laboral, o se restringieran temporalmente
los viajes (de tal modo que no pudieras entrar en la ciudad donde has reservado tu
habitación), si no deseas alojarte, se anulará tu contrato y se te devolverá la fianza.
Si una vez comenzado tu contrato de alquiler se suspendieran las clases por motivo del covid-19, puedes
elegir: seguir viviendo en el piso durante el eventual confinamiento (como hicieron más de mil estudiantes
de Aluni durante la primavera pasada) o rescindir el contrato pagando sólo hasta el mes en que estés
alojado y la fianza depositada: en este segundo caso se entiende que desalojas completamente la
habitación y devuelves las llaves, dejándola disponible para otra persona

En caso de querer cancelar la reserva, debe escribir a info@aluni.net.

Política de Cancelación durante el COVID-19 

How much is the deposit? 
The amount of the deposit is the equivalent of one month's rent for the contracted room (without taking into
account the discounts applied), with a minimum of 250 Euros. This means that if the room costs 150€ per
month, a 250 € deposit will be required, but if the room being contracted costs 450€ then the deposit will be
set at 450€.

How do students pay the deposit? 
The deposit could be paid by one of this methodsl:

1. Online (with a credit card) from ALUNI’s website at www.aluni.net (by clicking “reserve now”). This
is the recommended option.

2. By bank transfer to ALUNI’s bank account.
3. Cash deposit in bank to ALUNI’s bank account.
4. With a credit card at ALUNI’s office.

If the student pays by bank transfer, any transfer fees will be paid by the student. If the bank charged the
commission to ALUNI.net by mistake, the student should complete the full deposit upon signing the
contract.

Why does ALUNI ask for a deposit? 
The deposit has two purposes. Firstly, to reserve a room in advance and secondly, to guarantee that the
apartment will remain in the same condition that it was in upon arrival. For this reason, students are not
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allowed to use the deposit to pay the last month’s rent.

Who retains the deposit or part of the deposit in the rare case of damage? 
It is ALUNI.net, and not the landlord, who decides if part or all of the deposit needs to be retained in case
the student doesn’t comply with her/his part of the contract.

When do students recover the deposit? 
The deposit will be returned to the students at the end of their stay. ALUNI.net does its best to return the
deposit as soon as possible. If for some reason ALUNI takes longer than one month to return the deposit,
the amount returned to the student will include a payment of interest for exceeding 30 days.

What are the requirements for recovering the deposit? 
1. The student must fill out his/her bank information on the form available on the student’s online

control panel.
2. If a student is in an apartment that is administered directly by the landlord, the student must

present(fianzas@aluni.net) the completed Certificate of Deposit Return signed by the owner to
ALUNI (this can be turned in at the ALUNI office or scanned and sent to fianzas@aluni.net).

3. Leave the apartment and the room in the same condition as they were in upon arrival.

4. Return the keys. In apartments that are administered by ALUNI, the keys must be returned to the
office, always with the safety key chain remaining intact (see: “ALUNI apartment keys” section).
If the apartment is administered by the owner, the keys must be returned to the owner.

5. Leave the room clean, organized, and without any rubbish. The closets must be left empty and
clean. The rubbish bin must be empty and the pillow and bed sheets should be left on top of the
mattress.

6. Be up to date on all payments of rent and utilities.
7. Fill out the Departure Checklist questionnaire online (Available online from the User Zone)

How can students recover the deposit? 
ALUNI can return the deposit in any of the following ways:

1. To a credit card
2. By bank transfer to an account provided by the student (the transfer fees will be paid by the

student)
3. By changing the deposit to another friend’s account who is going to house with ALUNI

The best way for non-EU students to recover the deposit is by credit card. However, this is only possible if
the student has paid through ALUNI.net using a credit card during the previous twelve months from the
date of the returned deposit.
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Arrival

What happens to the deposit for students who stay in the apartment for
multiple years? 

Students who wish to continue living in the same apartment for the following academic year can request that
ALUNI hold onto their deposit from year to year.

Also, if the student wants to save their current room, they should leave the contract signed and paid before
leaving for vacation.

Do you lose the deposit if a student leaves the apartment before the contract
is over? 

If a student decides to leave the apartment without paying the days contracted, he/she will lose the deposit.
This is stated in the contract.

If, before leaving, the student finds a replacement to complete the contract, they will receive their full
deposit.

Student Arrival 
After completing the online booking process, the student will be able to download the custom Arrival
Instructions Document. This document contains the landlord’s contact information, the address of the flat,
directions from the airport to the flat, etc.

How should students let ALUNI know about their arrival? 
A couple of weeks before the student’s arrival, he/she should confirm by email or by telephone the date and
time of arrival so that ALUNI can contact the owner of the apartment and, if necessary, the students who are
currently living in the flat.

What to do if the arrival date does not coincide with the office hours of
ALUNI, or if it is on a holiday? 

On the ALUNI website, the student can see office hours and holidays (by clicking on “contact”, then
selecting the desired office location, and by hovering the mouse over the text “holidays”, you can see the
holidays of that office).

If a student plans to arrive outside of ALUNI’s office hours, (for example at night or on the weekend), and
neither the owner of the apartment nor the existing occupants are available to let the student into the
apartment, the student will need to arrange provisional accommodation themselves until the ALUNI office
opens. In this case, students can request information from ALUNI about hostels near their apartment before
travelling.

The first day in the apartment and the “Arrival Checklist” 
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Upon arrival to the apartment, the student should inform ALUNI if there are any damages or missing items
that were stipulated in the contract.

If the student doesn’t say anything within the first seven days, the student will be held responsible for the
damages and/or any items missing in the apartment. The Arrival Checklist exists for this reason, which is
provided in the arrival kit and must be filled out online (from the website of ALUNI, User Zone).

Before using the bed, it is very important to make sure that there is a mattress protector, as you can see in
the image below

What if a student wishes to change apartments before the end of the
contract? 

Once a student has chosen an apartment, she/he can only change it when her/his contracted period has
ended.

ALUNI.net tries its best to sufficiently inform students about each apartment through its website (photos,
floor maps, reviews from other students, an evaluation of all apartment details etc.) so that the student can
select their room without the need to visit the apartment in person.

However, if a student wishes, there is always the possibility of visiting an apartment before paying the
deposit.

Those students who reserve the room without seeing it directly assume the responsibility of losing the
deposit if, upon arrival, they do not stay there because they do not like the flat.

Students should be aware that once the reservation is completed, the room is no longer available to other
students. If the student later decides not to stay there, it is putting others at a disadvantage (both other
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House Keys

Housing Contract

students as well as the landlord).

Where can students collect the keys? 
In apartments directly administered by ALUNI (Integrated Administration), students should collect the keys
from the ALUNI office and return them to the same office at the end of their stay. In other apartments (not
administered by ALUNI) students collect the keys directly from the owner and return them back to the owner
when they leave.

If the student goes to the ALUNI office to pick up the keys, it will be necessary to sign the document “Key
Collection”, which outlines how many keys the student receives, the flat they belong to, and the date on
which this document was signed.

The student will receive the keys on a security keychain provided by ALUNI. Any tampering or breaking of
this security keychain will result in retention of the deposit at the end of the student’s stay.

Is it necessary for students to return the keys in order to recover the
deposit? 

Yes, in order to recover the deposit the student must return the keys before leaving.

If the flat is part of basic administration or rent administration, unless otherwise specified by ALUNI,
keys should be returned to the landlord. For integral administration flats, keys are returned directly to the
ALUNI office.

In the flats managed directly by ALUNI, if the students are unable to return the keys during office hours, they
could ask a friend to return the keys for them. However, each student should take full responsibility if the
keys are left unreturned.

Another option for returning keys when the office is close, is to put them in the keys drop box of the ALUNI
office (first ask where it is located) and send an email to llaves@aluni.net to inform the office that you have
returned the keys in the designated drop box.

At the end of the contracted period, when the student returns the keys to the office, they can request a
proof of key return, proving that the keys have been returned to ALUNI. Advice: For safety reasons, the
address to the apartment must never be kept together with the keys.

How much does the contract fee cost?
ALUNI charges a fee to the student for the management of contracts, which varies according to the city and
the date of booking.
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If 30 days before the contract ends, the student decides to take a second or successive contract in the
same room for more than 100 days, he/she will not have to pay
the fees for these new contracts, provided that the second
contract or successive contracts is immediately following the
current contract.

If the student is studying at a university or a business that has
signed an agreement with ALUNI.net, she/he will receive a
discount off the first contract, assuming the following
conditions are met:

1. The institution give the student a unique discount
code, previously delivered by ALUNI, used only at the
time of paying the reservation

2. The institution must maintain the link to ALUNI.net on
its web page.

When does the contract come into effect?
From the moment the room has been reserved through ALUNI’s online application and the deposit has
been paid, it is understood that the contract is in effect.

Signing the contract is only more proof that the contract exists. From that moment on, ALUNI.net reservs
the room and stops offering it to other students.

Nature of the contract
The lease is seasonal, so the student recognizes that this is not their usual residence, but only its seasonal
residence, linked to the university period or to the practices in a company.

The student has no right to renew the contract, as might have it in the case of permanent housing.

Termination of the contract
The contract automatically finishes at the end of the contracted period.

Neither the owner nor the student may unilaterally terminate the lease without the consent of ALUNI

If the owner does not comply with their side of the contract, the student should communicate the problem
immediately to ALUNI so that ALUNI may formally request that the owner comply. If the owner continues to
refuse to comply with the contract, ALUNI, as arbitrator, will change the contract to a room in another
apartment, if the student wishes.

If the student does not comply with their side of the contract, they will be forced to leave the apartment and
will lose the deposit.

Rights and obligations of the contract
It is extremely important that the student read the rights and obligations of the ALUNI housing contract in its
entirety. These obligations are the same for all students and owners.

Among these obligations are included:

Clause B10: The cost of utilities (electricity, gas and
water) will be paid by the residents to the owner on a
monthly basis.
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Clause B11: Visits from friends and family are permitted
as long as consent is obtained from fellow residents,
although overnight visits are not permitted. In the case of
a family accommodation, the approval of the owner is
required. Guests cannot stay for the night (ALUNI can
offer to find them accommodation in the closest hotels and
hostels).

Clause B12: Smoking is not permitted in the communal
areas of the apartment including dining areas, kitchens,
hallways and bathrooms.

Clause B13: Residents will respect the rules of the
community and neighbors and will be careful to limit noise.
Parties in the flat are never allowed.

Clause B14: The schedule maintained in the apartment is to be set by a common agreement among
the residents (in the case of family accommodation, the student will agree with their schedule). Once
the schedule is set, it is to be respected as part of this contract especially regarding study time and
night time. Other rules to be taken as contract rules are the common sense living criteria that guests
set, such as the division of household tasks considered binding such as the cleaning of the apartment,
the removal of trash, retrieval of mail from the mailbox, etc. In a family accommodation, the student will
do a family member would to carry out those chores.

Clause B15: The owner of the apartment is not
responsible for the loss, theft or damage of items left in
the apartment by residents.

Clause B16: The residents will respect the decoration of
the apartment and will not change the furniture or bring in
new furniture without the specific authorization of the
owner. It is not permitted to damage the structure in any
way, which includes placing any object on the walls (using
glue, sticks, adhesives etc.) and prohibits the use of nails.
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Monthly rent & utilities

Clause B17: Animals are not permitted in the flat.

Clause B18: Having any kind of weapon or the
consumption of any type of drug in the flat (including forms
of marijuana or cannabis, and the excessive consumption
of alcoholic beverages) is completely forbidden. The
possession of pornographic material is also prohibited
(magazines, etc.), as well as any kind of material that may
be offensive to others.

How much does a student pay per month? 
The monthly rent is calculated per day. The price quoted in the contract corresponds to a 30 day period.
Therefore, if a month has 31 days, an additional day of rent must be paid, and if the month has less than 30
days, the extra days will be subtracted.

Who should the student pay the monthly rent to? 
In apartments administered by the landlord, the student pays the landlord directly, and in apartments
administered directly by ALUNI, the student will pay ALUNI directly (ALUNI will then turn this money over to
the landlord).

When should the rent be paid? 
The monthly rent must always be paid before the 6th of each month. If the rent is paid late without proper
justification, ALUNI has the right to request an additional 8€ for each day the payment is late.

How do students pay? 
In apartments administered by ALUNI, students pay the rent to ALUNI so that ALUNI can turn this money
over to the landlord. In other apartments (not administered by ALUNI) students pay the landlord directly in a
way that is convenient for them.
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Maintenance

Students who pay ALUNI, can do so in one of the following ways:

1. With a credit card online through this website: see Payments (this is the recommended way).
2. By bank transfer to ALUNI’s office account, clearly indicating the student name and room

identification number. ALUNI’s office bank accounts can be found here.
3. Cash deposit in bank to ALUNI’s bank account.
4. With a credit card in ALUNI’s central office.

How much rent must be paid on an entrance or an exit month? 
The student has to pay from the date of the beginning of his contract until the date of the end of his contract.
Obviously, if the student arrives some day later than the date of the start of his contract, he also pays the
days of delay, since from the beginning of his contract the apartment was reserved for the student. Likewise,
if the student leaves before the contracted date, he will have to pay until the end of his contract. 
As a general rule, most landlords only allow rental contracts to start and end with full fortnights. For
example, if you arrive on the 5th of the month, you have to sign up from the 1st; And if you arrive on the
17th, you have to contract from the 15th. And as regards the end date of the contract, it will have to end on
the 15th or the last day of the month. For example, if you plan to leave on June 28, you would have to make
a reservation until June 30, even if you leave on June 28. In any case, Aluni's website already shows this
condition when booking.

Does the monthly rent include utilities? 
The price of utilities (water, electricity and gas) is not included in the monthly rent charged by
ALUNI.

The price for utilities tends to be around €1.50 per day, but it depends on the actual consumption of the
household. Normally, it’s paid by invoice.

In the apartments administered directly by ALUNI.net the student will pay 40€ per month that will be applied
towards the cost of utilities. Each trimester, ALUNI calculates the amount in accordance with the actual
invoices of the utilities and the amount due is then readjusted. This could mean returning money to the
student or requesting whatever has not been paid.

If the student wishes, the owner of the flat has the obligation to show all invoices that have been received
during the stay.

If the apartment has Internet, students do not have to pay extra, as it is understood that it is included in the
monthly rent.

Are there contract discounts? 
During June, July and August most landlords offer large discounts. There are also discounts available for
periods of stay over 100 days.

Cleaning and repairs 
The apartment is not a hostel or a guest house. Washing and
ironing clothes, cleaning rooms, preparing meals, and all
other chores typical of a hostel or a guest house are to be
completed by the residents and therefore may never be
requested of the owner.

Nevertheless, ALUNI.net commits to provide students with a
regular maintenance service for the communal areas of the
apartment. The cleaning service does not include cleaning
individual rooms, washing dishes, organizing the apartment,
or taking out the garbage. This cleaning service only applies
for the apartments with three or more rooms.
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In apartments administered by ALUNI.net, when the maintenance staff cleans the apartment, they will leave
a Proof of Cleaning Services for the residents to fill out and sign, verifying to ALUNI that the cleaning
service has been completed adequately (it is important to verify that this service has been completed and
that the entrance and exit hours are correctly stated). If a student has reason to believe that one of the
maintenance staff is not completing their work adequately, they should contact ALUNI.net immediately and
not sign the corresponding sheet.

Students should respect basic norms such as keeping the apartment organized, the communal areas tidy,
the sink free of dirty pots and dishes, the bathroom free of clothes and towels, and the living room and
hallways organized. ALUNI suggests that personal objects not be left in the communal areas of the
house.

Students have the right to request that broken appliances and
other apartment damage be repaired by the owner of the
apartment, if the students haven’t caused the damage
themselves. If the damage has been caused by the students,
then they will pay for the damage. If nobody takes
responsibility then all the residents will share the price to
repair the damage.

Students are responsible for informing the owner or
ALUNI.net about broken appliances, damage to the
apartment or any foreseeable damage as soon as possible.
Students can do this directly in the ALUNI office or by email to your ALUNI office, and they will solve the
problem as soon as possible or inform the owner in order to fix it expediently.

Housing care advice 
1. Take out the garbage every day.
2. To save money on utilities, students should take

showers instead of baths when possible.
3. For longer lasting pots and pans, it is suggested that

occupants use wooden spoons or spatulas.
4. If the kitchen has ceramic tiles, adequate cleaning

products should be used (vitroclen, sidol, etc.).

5. It’s suggested that each room be aired out once a day
for at least 5 minutes by opening the windows.

6. The optimum heating temperature is 20 degrees. It is
suggested that the pressure barometer be checked
occasionally. It should be set between 1 and 2. If it is
less than 1 or more than 2, irreparable damage may
occur to the boiler. Ask ALUNI or your apartment
owner if you have any questions about this.

Instructions: The Flat & its Appliances 
Each student can download basic instructions for the flat as well as the appliances found in the flat
(refrigerator, washing machine, etc.). These instructions are available on ALUNI.net online Control Panel.

Storage of personal food 

When a student leaves the apartment, they should remove all of their personal food items from the
refrigerator.

Nevertheless, it is suggested that students look through the refrigerator and pantries from time to time to
make sure there is no food left by accident.

In both the kitchen and in the refrigerator, each student must have a reserved space for their own
personal food items.
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Departure

Shared Living

Safety measures for avoiding robberies or accidents in the apartment 
1. Always keep the apartment door locked, even when you are inside of the apartment.
2. Do not open the apartment entrance with the intercom to anyone unknown. Be careful when

commercial workers request permission to access to leave brochures in the mailboxes. Don’t open
for them.

3. NEVER write the apartment address on your keys or keep it with your keys.
4. In case of a gas leakage or if there is a strong smell of gas, the students should open the windows,

turn off the boiler and close the key to the gas passage. In the case of not knowing where it is, the
students should contact ALUNI or the apartment owner directly.

5. Never leave cash or objects of high value in sight.

The student must do the following before leaving the flat in order to obtain
the deposit: 

The student must do the following before leaving the flat in order to obtain the deposit:

1. The student must leave the flat on the agreed departure day (stipulated in the contract) before
midnight.

2. The room should be completely clean and back to its original state.
3. The bedding should be left on top of the bed.
4. All personal food items should be removed from the refrigerator and pantry. Likewise, all personal

bath items should be removed from the WCs.
5. No trash should be left behind.
6. All lights should be turned off and if there is no one else in the flat, the heating unit should also be

turned off.
7. If the apartment is managed directly (Integral Administration) by ALUNI, the keys should be left in

the ALUNI office (if the keys are not returned, the deposit cannot be returned, see “keys” section).
In all other cases, the keys should be returned to the landlord.

8. The Departure Check-List should be filled out and submitted (online through the student Control
Panel).

Special Departures 
“Special departures” refers to students leaving the apartment before the date of departure stipulated in the
signed contract. In this case, the deposit will not be returned.

Obviously in situations where living in the apartment proves impossible for students, is it permissible to
leave the flat before the contracted departure date. In this case, the deposit will be returned to the student.

If a student is forced to leave the apartment for failing to comply to the requirements of their contract, they
will lose their deposit as well as any money already paid.

Suggestions for shared living norms
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1. Distribute common household chores (make a chore list):
a. Take out the garbage
b. Bring in the mail
c. Buy toilet paper
d. Clean the WC
e. Sweep the hall and sitting room floor
f. Water the plants

g. Use the washing machine and empty it
h. Erc...

2. Establish a schedule for quiet time when everyone in the apartment reduces their noise level for
studying or sleeping.

3. Buy common household goods such as: oil, toilet paper, liquid soap, laundry detergent, etc.

4. Establish visiting hours when friends may visit the apartment during the day (people without a
contract cannot stay in the apartment overnight).

5. Always wash your dishes (pots, pans, plates, cups, silverware, etc.) after using them, to keep the
sink clean.

6. Student’s personal objects must always be stored inside their own room (don’t leave personal
items inside the bathroom, or in the living room).

Relationship with other flatmates
If at any time a student becomes very sick, their flatmates have the obligation to inform ALUNI’s office
immediately (If it is extremely urgent, call an ambulance by dialing 112). If the student is not extremely sick,
but needing of assistance, ALUNI expects flat mates will help the student by buying medicine, making food,
etc.

In an attempt to guarantee a fast Internet service for all the students in an apartment, neither the TV
connection online nor P2P are permitted through the apartment WI-FI. If so, students will see the Internet
service affected.

If a student has problems living with their flatmates, it is most likely the case that one of the students is not
complying with their obligations set forth in their contract (for example, not participating in the common
housework as agreed, bringing people to the apartment, etc.) In this case, the student(s) affected by the
misbehavior must know that it is not their problem but the problem of the student who is misbehaving. The
best way to fix problems like these is by simply speaking with the student, and if it is necessary, informing
the ALUNI office. It would be very unfair for a student who follows the rules of the contract to be “forced” to
leave the apartment because of the abuse of another.

Relationships with the owner
When the owners directly administer their apartments, they are usually the ones who communicate with the
students. Naturally, students should treat owners considerately and respectfully without abusing their trust.
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Emergencias

Since the contracts are drawn up for renting a room rather than an entire apartment, the owner has the right
to visit the communal areas of the apartment whenever they see necessary. However, ALUNI has
suggested that owners do not visit more than once a week.

Unless it is an emergency (dangerous damage to the apartment), the owner should not enter the apartment
between 10 at night and 9 in the morning.

In some cases, mail or bills will arrive to the apartment addressed to the owner. In such case, the students
should give the mail to the owner or drop it off in ALUNI’s office.

ALUNI as a mediator
In the case that there is a misunderstanding between the owner and students or between students
themselves, ALUNI advises that students inform ALUNI so that may act as a mediator. In this way, ALUNI
can usually solve the problem calmly and objectively.

Relationships with the neighbors
If the students are suffering mistreatment, excessive noise, or any other problems from the neighbors, it is
advised that ALUNI be notified directly.

Emergencias muy graves
El número único de emergencias 1-1-2, es un teléfono de atención de llamadas de urgencia y emergencia.
No es un teléfono de información general como el 012 o 010. Por favor, utilícelo de forma racional.

El tiempo de espera para ser atendido es mínimo. No obstante, si en algún momento fuese necesario
esperar unos instantes, no se impaciente y, sobre todo, no cuelgue. Espere a que le atiendan.

El servicio es gratuito y accesible desde cualquier teléfono fijo o móvil y en este caso incluso sin el PIN y
cobertura de su operadora. Si no consigue comunicación desde el teléfono móvil, cambie de situación o
llame desde un fijo.

EN CASO DE INCENDIO

SIEMPRE: Llame al 112
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Activities

Si es un incendio grande, salga de la casa, cierre todas las puertas que pueda, y baje por
las escaleras (no utilice el ascensor).

Si el fuego es pequeño, 1º Corte la corriente eléctrica y el gas si lo hay. 2º Retire los
productos combustibles próximos al fuego. 3º Inente apagar el fuego si es pequeño y lo
puede controlar (situado siempre entre el fuego y su puerta de salida o vía de escape). 4º Si
el incendio está en instalaciones eléctricas o de aceite, no utilice agua.

Si es un incendio del edificio y en plantas inferiores, si hay humo en las escaleras,
manténgase en su casa, cierre todas las puertas (sin llave), tape las ranuras de las puertas
(preferiblemente con telas muy mojadas), sitúese en una habitación con ventana hacia el
exterior y hágase ver desde fuera

Si se incendia su ropa, no corra. Túmbese en el suelo y ruede sobre sí mismo. Igualmente,
si observa a alguien a quien se le ha prendido la ropa, tiéndalo en el suelo y cúbralo con
una manta o similar grande y apriete hasta extinguir las llamas.

Si tiene fuego en el pelo, tápese la cabeza con tejido muy mojado

Otras emergencias
Si la gestión de su piso la lleva directamente el propietario (gestión básica o gestión de cobros), además
de al 112, llame a su propietario (puede acceder a su teléfono desde la intranet de Aluni, en su propia ficha,
sección Contactar).

Si la gestión de su piso la lleva directamente Aluni (gestión integral), si es horario de oficina, llame a la
oficina de Aluni, si es fuera del horario de oficina, llame teléfono de emergencias de Aluni (puede acceder a
su teléfono desde la intranet de Aluni, en su propia ficha, sección Contactar).

Por favor, fuera del horario laboral, llamar sólo en caso de verdadera emergencia: cuando sea imposible
vivir en la casa o corra grave peligro su salud o la de sus compañer@s de piso.

En caso de que se vaya la electricidad, antes de llamar, asegúrese de que no es un problema común del
edificio o sencillamente se han bajado los plomos por sobrecarga en la red.

Si no es una emergencia, pero es un problema del piso, espere a que abran las oficinas de Aluni para
llamar por teléfono.

Apart from offering students appropriate housing, ALUNI organizes weekly activities such as sports
competitions, cultural visits, parties, dinners, etc.
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Other services

For this reason, ALUNI is grateful for all possible suggestions by students. These suggestions may be
emailed to actividades@aluni.net in order to forward them to other students.

Students will only receive emails corresponding to the interests and hobbies that they indicated upon
completing the reservation, so that they do not receive too many emails. This information may be changed
at any time by the student.

All activities organized by ALUNI (parties, dinners, football matches, cultural visits, daytrips, ski trips, etc.)
will be published at here

Luggage storage 
Those students who wish to store a suitcase for long periods of time (for example, during the summer), may
contract a suitcase storage service with ALUNI. The normal price is 50€/month for two large suitcases, for
periods less than 3 months.

Leaving the airport 
If you are travelling to Madrid, you can get a taxi at the airport. It always cost the same amount (30€) if the
destination is inside the M30 highway radius (city center). Most ALUNI apartments are within this radius.
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